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If any academic work is recognized as a ‘good book’, by which I mean that it adds to the field it purports to speak about in original ways, it will allow space for the authors’ individual approaches to be expressed, but it will nevertheless coalesce around the chosen theme. If it is a really good book, it will deliver a state-of-the-art profile, achieving breakthroughs in analysis and understanding. It will engage its readers, and tantalize them with insights into the intriguing nature of its domain of study. This is such a book.

An academic work that is comprised of the contributions of multiple scholars and practitioners will embody great variety, and its challenge is to create coherence among the interests and concerns of those contributors. Such a work will provide glimpses of an intellectual journey on the part of each of the authors towards a common goal, and it will act as a bellwether of emergent strands thinking as a result. It will tell you a little of where the authors came from, and where they are now as a result of their shared project. The chapters in this volume do this, and it is a fascinating set of journeys and staging points, thanks to the variety of starting points and occupations involved. Read closely and you will discern how this group of researchers has developed penetrating research skills, wide-ranging theoretical understandings and a finely honed appreciation of modern hospitals, clinical practices and health care policy issues. In their own ways, the authors capitalize on their different disciplinary backgrounds, integrating medicine, nursing, anthropology, sociology, discourse analysis and policy analysis in the study of hospital communication and interaction. Together, these perspectives produce an important and innovative set of accounts about the complexity of the contemporary hospital.

As the book explains at a number of points, hospital communication is increasingly at the forefront of the concerns of policy makers, hospital managers, patients and their carers, and clinicians. Because hospital care is becoming more multifaceted thanks to new technologies and treatments, and with patients’ trajectories through hospital services becoming more complex as a result, communication is becoming more and more important to the work that people do in hospitals. To this already complicated picture you need to add the rise in social mobility on the part of not just health care workers but also their patients,
putting even more pressure on the need to communicate about how to coordinate treatments, professionals and patient trajectories across hospital services. You will not find it surprising in that regard that a recent report issued by a local health authority in Australia states that adequate communication is present less than 50 per cent of the time, the remainder resulting in serious hospital-caused errors of care (Patient Safety and Clinical Quality Programme, 2005).

I have been fortunate to observe the development of this book and the work that it contains. Its authors are driven by a common calling – to wonder about hospital-based clinical practice, reflect on its intricacies, and enquire into how it could work better. The work of these authors provides fascinating accounts of the relationships and communications between clinical professionals, a domain that has thus far not been adequately addressed in the social scientific, clinical professional, and health services literatures. It is for that reason that *The Discourse of Hospital Communication* constitutes an important and timely addition. Many constituent threads of how clinicians organize and negotiate aspects of their work are displayed, discussed, deconstructed, assessed, reviewed and laid bare in ways thus far not publicly recorded. Collectively, these chapters show that communicating hospital work is complex, important, fascinating and extremely rewarding to research and read about.

This volume will likely be one of those that we will read and reread, returning frequently for additional glimpses into the world of hospitals, to learn what happens ‘inside the black box’ of hospital care. If you are reading it for the first time, however, accept some advice. Set aside several sessions, for you will need them to do the work justice. Then settle down and enjoy the journey. It will prove to be one of the most intellectually rewarding readings you have ever done.
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